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1.   Camellia: Japan’s representative cipher

Recognizing that cryptographic technology has
become an important foundation of the information
society, a worldwide movement is taking place to
select secure encryption algorithms as standard and
recommended ciphers based on strict evaluations per-
formed by cryptographic researchers. Camellia has
been recognized as the only cipher in the world hav-
ing security and processing performance levels
equivalent to AES (Advanced Encryption Standard),
the standard cipher of the United States government.
Like AES, Camellia has been selected as a next-gen-
eration international standard cipher by various stan-
dardization organizations and projects. Camellia is
expected to be used on the international level as
Japan’s representative cipher.

This article provides an overview of Camellia, dis-
cusses the significance of its selection by standard-
ization organizations and projects, and describes how
NTT is working to promote the use of Camellia now
and in the future.

2.   Overview of Camellia

Camellia is a 128-bit block cipher*1 developed
jointly by NTT and Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
[1], [2]. As shown in Fig. 1, its design combines
NTT’s know-how on designing ciphers for high-

speed software implementations (shown in blue),
Mitsubishi Electric’s world-renowned know-how on
designing ciphers for compact and high-speed hard-
ware implementations (red), and world-class cipher-
security evaluation techniques*2 developed by both
companies (yellow). Camellia uses a message-block
length of 128 bits and supports secret keys of three
different lengths: 128, 192, and 256 bits.

It has been proven mathematically that Camellia is
secure against differential and linear cryptanalysis,
which are known to be strong attacks against block
ciphers. It has also been shown that Camellia is
secure against other attacks. In addition, no obvious
vulnerabilities have been found to date in numerous
third-party evaluations conducted by cryptographic
researchers throughout the world. Therefore, Camel-
lia’s expected security level in future (security mar-
gin) is in the world’s top class. Camellia is expected
to be more resistant to future unknown attacks than
AES.

Another feature of Camellia is its excellent utility
in diverse applications. Unlike AES, Camellia uses
the same structure for encryption and decryption,
which enables it to exhibit superior performance in
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*1 Block cipher: A block cipher, which encrypts data in fixed-length
blocks, is a symmetric key encryption algorithm that uses the same
secret key to encrypt and decrypt data. Since it achieves high-
speed encryption processing, it is used widely in various applica-
tions such as communication sessions that deal with large-volume
data, file encryption, and mobile terminal authentication.

*2 Cipher-security evaluation techniques: Methods of expressing an
index of immunity against cryptanalytic attacks, e.g., differential
cryptanalysis and linear cryptanalysis.
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smartcards that have a little onboard memory and in
other compact hardware devices. Specifically,
Camellia can be used to achieve high-speed encryp-
tion processing on a variety of platforms from low-
cost smartcards to personal computers and server sys-
tems by using software implementations that use
instruction sets and ROM/RAM (read-only memory,
random access memory) sizes applicable to the appli-
cation environments in question. In this way, Camel-
lia has been shown to achieve processing speeds from
four to five times faster than Triple DES and at least
twice as fast as FEAL-32X. It can also be used to

achieve high-speed processing in hardware imple-
mentations. 

Moreover, it can be used to construct the world’s
smallest implementation of a 128-bit block cipher
(with a circuit scale under 8000 gates) with a pro-
cessing efficiency at the highest level in this class. As
shown in Fig. 2, Camellia achieves high-efficiency
processing by flexibly adapting the implementation
to the application and circumstances. Camellia is the
best choice in these typical software implementations
and two hardware implementations, which have dif-
ferent priorities for performance, memory, and cost.
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Fig. 1.   Design of Camellia.

High-efficiency/compact hardware implementations
capable of low power consumption and low-cost
production
About 8 KGs at 200 Mbps (0.18-µm ASIC)
About 2K slices at 250 Mbps (FPGA)
 (key length: 128 bits)

Enables high-speed and compact implementations
for both smartcards having little onboard memory
and small-scale central processing units (CPUs) 
having low processing power RAM: about 60 B;
ROM: 1.5 KB or less Processing time: about 2 ms 
(at 15  MHz) (key length: 128 bits; data size: 128 bits)

High-speed software implementations capable of encrypting
high-definition television (HDTV)-grade video streaming
About 500 Mbit/s (on Pentium III, 1.3 GHz)
 (key length: 128 bits; assembler language)

Entering/leaving control
system; traffic-control system 
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Videoconferencing systems;

digital rights management (DRM) systems
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server
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Gbit/s-class hardware implementations 
About 45 kilo-gates (KGs) at 2 Gbit/s  (0.18-µm 
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)) 
About 9.5K slices at 400 Mbit/s (field programmable
gate array (FPGA)) (key length: 128 bits) 
High-speed software implementations 
High-speed processing of requests from many clients

* Performance values are best values.

Fig. 2.   Camellia’s high-efficiency processing.
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3.   Camellia’s inclusion among standard and
recommended ciphers 

Besides international cryptography societies, NTT
has submitted proposals for using Camellia to the
European Union’s project for selecting recommended
ciphers (NESSIE: New European Schemes for Signa-
tures, Integrity, and Encryption) and Japan’s project
for selecting recommended ciphers for e-government
(CRYPTREC: Cryptography Research and Evalua-
tion Committees) [3]. In this way, NTT received thor-
ough and objective evaluations of Camellia from
researchers throughout the world over a period of
several years. For example, the evaluation performed
at NESSIE determined that “Camellia has many sim-
ilarities to AES, so much of the analysis for AES is
also applicable to Camellia. It is also the case that the
NESSIE project did not find an attack on either AES
or Camellia.” For this reason, Camellia was the only
128-bit block cipher selected as an EU recommended
cipher out of ten submitted ciphers [4].

Furthermore, as the only 128-bit block cipher in the
world having the same level of security and process-

ing performance as AES, Camellia has joined AES
on the lists of various standard and recommended
ciphers, as shown in Fig. 3. Its selection as an
ISO/IEC international standard cipher and Internet
standard cipher is especially significant [5].

3.1   ISO/IEC international standard cipher
Based on the results of evaluations conducted in a

similar manner to those of NESSIE and CRYPTREC,
ISO/IEC standardized a set of ciphers recognized
internationally as secure and efficient in the first for-
mal ISO/IEC international standard cipher (ISO/
IEC18033 series). Camellia, AES, and SEED (devel-
oped by Korea Information Security Agency (KISA))
are the only 128-bit block ciphers included in
ISO/IEC18033-3 and are thus destined to become
next-generation standards.

3.2   Internet standard ciphers
The only ciphers that can be formally used on the

Internet are those that have been selected by IETF
(Internet Engineering Task Force) as Internet stan-
dard ciphers. As a result, protocols for secure com-
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Fig. 3.   Standardization of symmetric key block ciphers.
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munications on the Internet such as SSL/TLS (secure
sockets layer, transport layer security) and S/MIME
(secure multipurpose Internet mail extensions) are
currently using Triple DES and RC4 as standard
ciphers. Ciphers that have not been established as
Internet standard ciphers cannot be used on the Inter-
net even if they have been selected by other organiza-
tions. Its selection for SSL/TLS makes Camellia the
first Japanese-produced cipher to be approved for use
as a standard Internet cipher. It is also the first Japan-
ese-produced cipher to be formally used to construct
a variety of services and systems for Internet use.

4.   Toward next-generation ciphers

The relationships in international cipher standard-
ization are shown in Fig. 4. Although Camellia, AES,
and SEED have been selected as 128-bit block
ciphers that should become standard implementa-
tions on the international level and on the Internet,
SEED is limited to a key length of 128 bits and is
more technically restricted than Camellia and AES.
Moreover, even though Camellia and AES have dif-
ferent encryption structures, they have equivalent
processing performance, so they can be used in paral-
lel without a drop in processing performance. Thus,
we can easily create countermeasures against the
encryption scheme becoming compromised by using
multiple ciphers, e.g., using both Camellia and AES
together. Furthermore, while it is true that many
ciphers are being proposed by other vendors in Japan,
Camellia is the only Japanese cipher to have been
approved as an international standard cipher, which
gives it an overwhelming competitive edge among

Japanese-produced ciphers.

5.   Future developments

As the importance of Camellia is expected to grow,
NTT is increasing its efforts to promote its use not
only as an NTT cipher but also as Japan’s representa-
tive cipher. In 2001, NTT launched a non-exclusive
royalty-free licensing system of Camellia’s essential
patents under the principle of mutual reciprocity, tar-
geting mainly enterprises that develop products that
incorporate Camellia. This approach was taken as
part of NTT’s role as a leader in developing a low-
cost and secure information society and with the aim
of promoting NTT’s “brand image” as a developer.

Camellia has already been implemented in a num-
ber of system integration projects mainly in public
and government systems, and cryptographic libraries
and other products using Camellia from NTT Soft-
ware, and Camellia-based anti-information-leakage
systems from NTT-AT (NTT Advanced Technology)
have been put on the market. Camellia has also been
chosen for several non-NTT commercial products
such as the Authentication BOX Server from Oi Elec-
tric Co., Ltd. Plans are also being made to expand the
lineup of NTT Group products that incorporate
Camellia, such as the eLWISE card from NTT Com-
munications and hardware products from NTT Elec-
tronics Corporation (NEL). There are also plans to
incorporate Camellia in facility systems and integrat-
ed products manufactured by leading vendors by the
end of this fiscal year. Development work for this is
now in progress at various companies. Plans are also
being made to use Camellia for information protec-
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Fig. 4.   Relationships in international cipher standardization.
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tion in online games from leading video-game devel-
opers. Thus, other vendors besides NTT and Mit-
subishi Electric are also working to get products that
use Camellia on the market as soon as possible. The
widespread use of Camellia in a variety of services
should lead to the use of Camellia at more and more
of the popular sites familiar to general users.

The selection of Camellia as an ISO/IEC interna-
tional standard cipher and Internet standard cipher
should also contribute to the spread of Camellia by
encouraging the provision of source code to open-
source communities such as OpenSSL and the inclu-
sion of Camellia products in the products of various
leading venders.
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